
"Mai Ek Nasha Hoon" - A Genre-Breaking Fusion by Surya Venkat and Vivek Sampat

Mumbai, February 16, 2024 - Embark on a musical journey where genres intertwine and boundaries blur.
Indie artist Surya Venkat collaborates with genre-defying musician Vivek Sampat to unveil their latest
creation, "Mai Ek Nasha Hoon." This innovative track is more than just a song; it's a manifesto for a new
era in Indian Indie music.

Diving into the heart of the composition, Surya Venkat's soulful vocals breathe life into the assertive lyrics
penned by Er. Sachin Pratap Singh. The unpredictable nature of the composition, as described by Surya,
is a perfect bridge between Western and Indian influences. It breaks genre barriers, shining a light on the
evolving landscape of contemporary music.

Vivek Sampat, the multifaceted force behind the scenes, serves as the composer and arranger. Drawing
from his musical roots in Bollywood, Vivek expertly blends jazz and Indian folk elements. His thoughts on
the song reflect a yearning for a fusion sound that remains inherently Indian, paying homage to the
diverse rhythms of Bollywood music.

"Mai Ek Nasha Hoon" seamlessly navigates through Jazz and Indian Folk, presenting a fresh perspective
on the untapped potential of Indie music. The song is a testament to the evolving and boundary-pushing
nature of contemporary Indian music. With bold musical choices and an empowering message of
self-belief, the track promises to captivate audiences eager to explore the sound of Indian Indie.

Making original music since 2022, Vivek Sampat's solo ventures and collaborations redefine the
boundaries of musical expression. Surya Venkat, based in Mumbai, enriches Indie music with traditional
yet sophisticated influences, transforming and diversifying the Indian indie music scene.

With its emotive vocals, intricate composition, and empowering message, "Mai Ek Nasha Hoon" invites
listeners to experience a unique and refreshing sonic journey. The collaboration between Surya Venkat
and Vivek Sampat exemplifies the transformative power of music and sets the stage for a new wave of
creativity in the Indian music scene.

About Surya Venkat:
Instagram Profile

Surya Venkat is an Indian artist based in Mumbai. He aims to bring an enriched influence to Indie music
that will transform it into a more diverse, traditional yet a sophisticated feeling. He believes in taking an
active part to justify the elements in the music he puts out to ultimately redefine the indie music
stereotypes in India. Surya is fond of bridging the gap between western pop and Indian folk music to build
a dreamy and delightful effect on his listeners. As a songwriter and composer, he believes that the power
of a good story rests upon the intricacies in the simple things in life. He continues to explore and
collaborate with artists who share this vision to give indie-pop a unique place.

About Vivek Sampat:
Instagram Profile

Vivek Sampat is a musician and genre-defying artist on a captivating musical journey since 2022. His
musical roots harken back to Bollywood, with the guitar serving as his primary instrument of artistic
expression. With an unwavering fervor for transcending boundaries, Vivek specializes in skillfully blending
the energies of jazz, rock, blues, and electronic genres to craft dynamic fusion compositions. In his solo

https://www.instagram.com/surya_venkat_music?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet&igsh=ZDNlZDc0MzIxNw==
https://www.instagram.com/viveksampat/


ventures, Vivek embarks on instrumental odysseys, while collaborative efforts with diverse vocalists
breathe life into his creations, spanning both English and Hindi. Step into a realm where genres collide,
and creativity knows no bounds. Welcome to the professional and vibrant musical universe of Vivek
Sampat.
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